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SHOR‘TiWAVE ANTENNA“ 

AndrewivAlliol-dpCambridge; Mass, assignor“ to~ 
The‘RaulandyCorporation, Chicago, 111., a cor-r‘ 
poration of Illinois.“ 

Application’ June’22;'1946, Serial No. 678,581 ‘ 

4 Claims; (Cl. 250-—33) 

This invention relates " tov ‘inewffand useiuli 1 ime it 
provements in antennas'for‘ioperating“on a‘l-broad 
band". of ‘horizontally~* polarized?‘ high‘» frequency" ‘ 

m‘ the‘art “of l’ television receiving», a’ < 
number of antenn‘a?? requirements" remain 1 unit 
satis?ed.I Generally speaking, it is '‘ desirable that ‘ 
such? antennas should not ‘havellpronouncedi 'hori-w 
zontalf directivity.-=‘ One 1: reason for ‘is: that“ 
broadcast stations ‘la-re. not ‘necessarily ‘ grouped" 
together and‘? that,"v therefore; signals!» will ‘ not‘ 
reach receivers from just one or two" d-ire‘cti‘oris‘iI 
Evenwh‘ere'it might‘l‘seeml apparent that‘ signals 
should becoming from“ a1‘ few‘ directions;v ?eld“ 
strength 7 tests" might prove": otherwise,- i because 
somelsign'als arrive-?lindirectlyafter re?ection.T It? 
is 1- n‘ot " at -" all 3 practical ‘a to“ expect ' ‘that ‘the =pur‘-» 
chaser of ‘aKho-me receiver will ‘pay'lfori‘anlactual ‘ 
survey‘t" so that‘ he“ can" use‘ a“ directive antenna‘; 
Moreover, th‘el'average ‘ radio *sh‘op ‘technician ~ is 1 
not prepared to" maintain such“ arr-'1 antenna -\ in‘ ‘ 
its‘ original“ optimum operating‘ conditionorfto 
modif'yjit ‘to pick up signals" from ‘new “transmit; ~ 
tingrstations“ .lwh‘i‘ch‘mayl‘ come 1 into “being? within \ 

Horizontally‘; polarized lhal'ilwave" dipoles Lhave > 
been-'commonlyused“iorFM’and television homer 

' Such“ a1: dipole has I‘ maxim-time hori» 
zontal- vd-i'rectivity in ‘I opposite ‘‘ directions I along}: a- ‘ 
1ine"‘which“ is»; ' at iiri'gdht tangles: to ‘ it and‘ passes‘ \ 
through its center point. There are nulls-‘inhitsl‘ 

receivers? 

horizontal T‘radiati‘on ‘patterns- iinf‘b’oth #directions 
along‘ its'main axis; Even ‘strong‘sig'nals "are ‘not i 
picked up by 'aldipole‘whose‘axi's “pointsatlthe 
station sending‘ them.“ ’ 

Dipoles are ‘objectionable-'asFmechanicaIstrucJ 
‘ turpes; since‘ they‘ "are large,’ it unwieldy, unsightly; 
and fragile; The‘mi'ir‘equencyrband extends. 
from 881mm to *108 *mc; Aha-l-féwave @dipole (leiv 
signed for aktmidfrequency’of ‘about 100 'm'ciwouldi 
be about '?ve'feet long: Such ‘an’ antenna is both. 
1arge=~ and unwieldy" and,” when installed! on the ‘ 
roof'of a‘h‘ouseyis‘“unattractive; Moreover,‘ it‘isv 
composed of two‘ separate ‘metallic quarter wave ‘‘ 
lengthv “ arms “ which arev mechanically“ held to; 
gether'by dielectric‘supportin‘g means;S Usually‘v 
insulating materials are more fragile than metal' 
and ‘preferably should not ‘be ‘used where bending 
stresses “occur; such as ‘the stresses *atithe center 
of“ the dipole“ 

An:ordinary" dipole ‘ is ‘a timed‘ "element of “rela‘— 
tively'high Q" and," therefore; can‘ operate ‘e?i4 
cie‘ntly only over'ali'mitedTfrequency band? Both-r 
FM ' ‘and. ‘ television" broadcasts", . however; - ‘occupy ‘‘ 

broad‘bands in the“irequencyspectmm: 
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Though a horizontal dipole does have desired“ 
upward '‘ and“ downwardnulls sin itst-‘ivertical pat 
terns; its. mainl'lobes, in thosetpatternsl, since they; 
aretalsubstantiallyl circulaituarewtoo broad. Asia" 
result the gain‘ offered‘ by a dipole to signals ‘com- 
mg; from‘, they horizonsis not l-v'eryw much greater. 
than‘ the» gain offered ‘ by it ‘to ‘manyasignals' com 
inglllfromlbelow lthetghorizon. Theresarelcompona ‘ 
ents of both automobile ignition noise'andhouse-ii 
hold appliance; noise whichwfallnwithin theirs 
quencyibandstof ‘and televisions ‘ Interference“ 
of‘ thisbkindhwhich isastrong eno-ugh'vtotmattei‘,v 
usually comes from nearby and approachesroofw 
top- antennas ‘ ‘from; ‘ directionsv s appreciably % "below 
thlethorizom Other‘ "interference like it '1 may; be .: 
gen‘eratedw at: distancenpoints near‘ the: horizon: 
but is attenuated ‘markedly: long ‘betore it irea’ches:~ 
thevantenna; Thus interference‘ which might ‘be 
strongenoughfto spoiii reception "can? beieliminated - 
by the use of a receiving antenna which is diree+~ 
tivev towardit-the horizon; ‘ Such: an antennais also 
beneficial. ‘for; the > increased? antenna; gaini: it‘ 

An FM receiver, due to theiaction: oiits offers. 
limiter,‘ can ‘discriminate: against amplitude: mod 
ul'ated waves andvthuscan‘ eliminate much: noisew 
and static ordinarilyitransmitted?on thisnlcindt 

Butpfrequency. modulated signals tens’ of" wave; 
tering‘fth‘e breceiver m‘u's't be‘strong‘ enou'ghaforf 
the)‘ liir'niter"to‘iv function» The TIE“ ‘gain of inex'e“ 

signals are'strong. Itwis tparticularly's'for such 
receivers‘ that “high ‘antenna gains is1 important.“ 

I“ pensiveijreceiversl is‘often‘i quite-low ‘ and,’thereiore‘,=1 ‘ 
their limiters-twill nottoperateunless therinput 

However; an ‘inexpensive ‘receiver i will. cease‘r 
te- be ‘inexpensive: if “it requires ‘a costly antermw 

essential‘ that thed‘esired“ high gain‘ antenna.» 
must be of ‘simple construction; must lee-‘cheap to.“ 
build; and i must’ use a'wsimple-i and‘ inexpensive ‘‘ 

It *is obvious; in thee-light births-foregoing»; that t‘ 
a much improvedIFM'and/or television receivingt 
antenna ‘is ‘ needed.- It iszid‘esirable that ‘‘ the im 
proved antenna! should 5be horizontally = polarizedti 
in-“order‘lto-vfavor FM and television waves, which‘ 
are‘ ‘horizontally polarized, and to reject all ‘com-P 
ponents of random interference waves whic‘hzmayr 
be vertically ' polarized "' (automobile fignitionlnoiset 
actuallyihas a preponderanceof vertically‘polar 
iz‘ed components)‘. It-Mis also desirable! that that 
improved- antenna should‘ match an inexpensivel' 
transmission 1ine“without‘elab0rate matching idea‘ i 
vices; that it employ‘ a“mini-mu1n oil dielectric, 
material which isstructural-ly essential ; that it‘be “ 
small“ ‘and! compact; thati‘it ‘be ‘substantially FY1011!- \ 
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directive in horizontal planes; that it offer appre 
ciable antenna gain; that it have directivity to 
ward the hoizon in vertical planes; and that it 
have a broad frequency pass band. 
The objects of this invention are to provide 

an antenna which is improved so as to have the 
features described above. 
Other objects, features and advantages will be 

apparent to those skilled in the art from the fol 
lowing description taken in connection with the 
drawings, in which: 

Fig. 1 is an isometric representation of oneem 
bodiment of the invention; 

Fig. 2 is an isometric representation of a second 
embodiment of the invention; I 

Fig. 3 is an isometric representation of a thir 
embodiment of the invention; 

Fig. 4 is a horizontal radiation pattern of an 
antenna as in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 5 is a vertical radiation pattern of an an 
tenna as in Fig. 1; ' 

Fig. 6 is an input impedance chart which shows 
changes in input impedances of an antenna ac 
cording to this invention as the frequency of the 
energy feeding it is varied in three separate 
ranges in the frequency spectrum. The resistive 
component is plotted from left to right on a hori 
zontal axis and the reactive components are 
plotted vertically; 

Fig. '7 is a representation of a portion of the 
radio frequency spectrum showing the allocation 
of bands thereof to television, FM and facsimile 
broadcasts; 

‘ Fig. 8 is a chart showing four plots of standing 
wave ratios vs. frequencies with respect to stand 
ing waves on a 300-ohm lead-in line feeding, re 
spectively, a simple loop antenna and three other 
antennas which were progressively modi?ed ac 
cording to principles underlying this invention; 
and. 

Fig. 9 is a curve showing corresponding values 
of the H and W dimensions appropriate for an 
tennas as in Fig. 1. " 

I have discovered that an open-ended and lon-' 
gitudinally slotted “cylinder” which is distorted 
so that its transverse cross section is a ?at el 
lipse, and which is of the proper size and propor 
tions, will attain these objects and that it maybe 
directly and simply connected to a receiver (or 
transmitter) by a transmission line whose con 
ductors are connected across one end of the slot. 

Fig. 1 shows that the radiating element l is an 
open-ended elliptical cylinder, one broad sidewall 
of which has a longitudinal gap 2 extending be 
tween its ends. A receiver (or transmitter) 3 is 
connected to cylinder I by a parallel transmis 
sion line 4—4. In the drawing, elliptical cylin 
der l is shown to have three dimensions W, D and 
H. W and D are, respectively, the long and short 
axes of the elliptical cross section of the cylinder 
while H is the height of the cylinder or the length 
of the edges of the gap extending along its wall. 
The selection of these dimensions has a con 

trolling influence upon attaining the various ob 
jects of this invention. The absolute dimensions 
of the elliptical cylinder as well as its relative 
proportions control its input impedance, its ra 
diation patterns, and its band width. 
There is a well known simple type of horizon 

tally polarized thin loop antenna which has a 
perimeter of such length as to carry one com- 
plete standing wave loop of voltage having a'sin 
gle maximum opposite to the feed point ‘and a 
single minimum at the feed point. Because of 
uneven current distribution along its radiating 

4 
element, it behaves in many respects like a di 
pole. Therefore, its horizontal radiation patterns 
are all shaped like a ?gure eight and this an 
tenna is not omni-directional. This kind of a 
loop can be distorted into an oval flattened shape 
and it will still have the same horizontal direc 
tivity. The nulls in the ?gures eight can be made 
to disappear if the perimeter 'of'the loop is de 
creased but, for this kind ofs-loop, the input im 
pedance then becomes prohibitive. Of course, 

. auxiliary matching means can be used to adapt 

15 

the antenna which has thus been decreased in 
size to a particular frequency but such a match 
remains valid only'for frequencies close to that 
frequency and becomes very bad but a few per 
cent away from it. Such compensation, in other 
words, results in a narrow pass band. Besides 

' this, even the slightest distortion in the shape of 
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the small ‘compensated loop would seriously af 
fect the adjustment and destroy the impedance 
match, even for that small pass band. ‘ 

I have found a method whereby it is possible. 
to reduce dimensions W and D of an antenna as 
in Fig. 1, thus making its elliptical perimeter 
small enough for the antenna to have desirable 
horizontal nondirectivity. Obviously, at the same 
time the antenna acquires desired physical com 
pactness. 

useable range and, besides, the band width re 
mains adequate. 
According to one feature of this invention the 

dimension W of the flattened cylinder, i. e, its 
greatest dimension, is less than-one-quarter of a 
wave length. According to another feature of 
this invention, the length H of the ?attened cyl--> 
inder can ‘also be of the order of one-quarter of a 
wave length, and usually will be less. ‘Consider 
ing W to be the width of- the cylinder; D to be its - 
depth; and H its height; the ratio W/H, e. g. 
width-to-height, may vary from one-to-one to 
two-to-one, and the ratio W/D, e. g. width-to? 
depth, may vary from two-to-one to six-to-one. 
Antennas proportioned-within those ranges and 
having a gap a small fraction of a wave length 
wide-‘.0125 7\ was tried'and found satisfactory-,—, 
can be built to operate e?iciently with inexpensive 
transmission lines‘in either of two convenient in 
put impedance regions without elaborate match- V‘ 
ing devices. 
Referring to Fig. 8, plot I therein shows that for. 

an antenna, which may also be considered to be 
designated I, a satisfactory standing wave ratio, 
e, g. one and three, exists over the frequency band 
between 88 mo. and 160 me. Antenna I was a 
simple thin loop of large perimeter, like the one 
described above, and had‘excessive horizontal di 
rectivity. Tests disclosed that when‘ the perime 
ter of this thin loop antenna was reduced to mod 
ify its directivity the standing wave ratio became 
inordinately large in parts of this frequency band, 
and that, accordingly, the antenna became a nar 
row band device requiring compensation to attain 
even a small operating range. The curve ofagan 
tenna I after its perimeter was reduced is not 
shown. 
Plot II of Fig.8 is a curve, corresponding tov ' 

curve I, fora loop antenna of somewhat re, 
duced perimeter whose H dimension was in- 
creased by a predeterminedamount- The modi 
?cation in its perimeter, as expected, reduced its‘v 
horizontal directivity while the change in dimen--'. 
sion H preserved the input impedance for almost. 
its complete pass band. This is shownin the" 

This reduction of the perimeter is ; 
made possible by increasing dimension H. When‘ 
H is increased the input impedance stays within a _ 



tastiest 

By use, fast the standing ‘wave 
‘ remains satisfactory‘ from ‘about 88‘ inc.‘ to 

about/>148 me. “ ‘ ‘ 

riots III and Iv show‘ the performance or 
antennas in which the modi?cations described 
above were carried progressively further. An 
tenna III is, in fact, the‘ embodiment shown in 

1. 
‘Though the operating band widths of ‘ ‘an; 

tennis III and IV have been materially reduced, 
they are adequate to cover the combined bands 
allocated to FM and FM television and facsimile; 
on the one hand, and to the upper television band 
shown in Fig. 7 on the other hand. , 

' ‘ single ‘antenna of identical ‘proportions in 
te “ of x but‘ in which x corresponds to the 
mid ,ueney, 19'6 of the television band,» 176 
me. to 216 incp, would have a band width of as; 
proximately 1.5 (ratio or highest to‘ lowest ?e‘; 
quency) without compensation whereas that tele‘a 
vision band has ‘a width or only 1.2. 
In the antennas modified as described above. 

i_._ "e. the antennas related to plots II, III, and 
IV of Fig. 8, it was found that control over both. 
their fadiation patterns and ‘their input 1m’ 
pedances could be exercised by distorting and?at~ 
toning" them into an oval or elliptical shape. 
Therefore, these combined modi?cations and de 
sign principles permit construction of an ‘an; 
tenna having the necessary polarizations; thede~ 
sired directivity; and ‘an appropriate input im 
pedance which remains relatively constant 
throughout an adequate pass band. ‘ 
Antennas proportioned and designed accord 

ing to these instructions have been ‘found to ‘re-' 
qei'v'e satisfactorily frequency modulated signals 
through the band from “88 me. ‘to 108 inc; and 
alsoht'el‘evi'sionr"signals ‘in "the band from 176 md. 
to ‘2T6 he. Antennas for ‘receiving on these two 
bands have slightly different dimensions but 
when ‘proportioned with ‘respect to the wave 
lengths corresponding to the ‘midfr‘equen‘cies of 
thése respective pass bands they operate success 
fully‘ ‘over these ‘bands. In this connection, ‘it is 
no 'd that ‘whe‘njin the specification and claims, 
reference is made to ‘frequency and to wave 
length, the center frequency of a band, ‘"or the‘ 
Wave length corresponding to it, is meant-un 
less dine other meaning ‘is indicated in the 
context. ‘ 

A‘iiothér tenure of antennas constructed ‘ace 
cording to the present invention is that they 
afford ‘two-to-on'e impedance matches ror trans 
mission lines readily ‘available on the market. 
One embodiment can be connected directly to 
an 80 ohm parallel transmission line with no 
impedance matching devices ‘of any kind. An 
other ‘embodiment can be connected to another 
well ‘known type of inexpensive ‘parallel trans 
mission line, the BOO-‘ohm line, provided that its 
conductors are gradually spread apart, as they 
approach their points of connection to the‘ an 
t‘ehna, to form a’ quarter wave length trans 
former effecting a gradual transformation to in 
‘crease the characteristic impedance of the line 
to 460 ohms. 'Such an embodiment ‘is ‘shown in 
Fig. 2’. Since the ‘antenna ‘is vlike that of Fig. 1 
and the feed means are conventional, "this Fig. 
will his be described ‘in detail ‘and no reference 
numbers are 'used’ih it. Th'e‘qu‘ar’ter wave length 
tapered transformer would‘, be 30 inches long if 
the éenterfreduency were 100 "m‘c. 

L ‘explained ‘above the ‘proportions ‘of ‘these 
may *benanywh‘eres ‘Within céftaihflh~ 

dibét‘ed i‘rtin‘ges. “However, "it "may ‘be " helpful to 
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know that ‘certain ‘antennas of this type.‘ ‘were? 
tested with especially good results and they'hnd? 
the ‘following speci?c dimensions: An. antenna 
with an input impedance in‘ the high impedance 
region,- e. g. near 700 ‘ohms, had the iollowing 
dimensions and proportions: W=.2457\;. D=.>06>.; 

=.1‘76><; gap widths-‘1.012%; the area ‘era/cross 
section ‘=.0146A2; W/D=approximately 4/1 W/H=1.5/1. 

(For a midfr'equency'of 100 me. ‘the ‘dimensions 
in- inches would be W=29"; D=7"; .H=21." ‘and 
the‘ gap ‘width—‘_—‘11/2‘".) 

If connected to an inexpensive 300-ohm illne 
thr'oiigh a quarter wave length'transformer’this 
antenna performs satisfactorily overia band width‘ 
of 1.25. i 

‘An antenna with Van input‘ impedance Pin "the 
low impedance region which was connected di 
rectly to an 80-ohm line had the somewhat wider 
band width of 51.5. Its measurements "-vneti'ev 
W:.3'55>\;‘H=.238>\ and D=.05J\. ‘For va midfre~ 
quency of 100 me. these measurements in inches 
would beiW=42"; 11:28"; and D=6". I 
‘Cylinder I should be made at-least in ‘part-of 

conducting material and its surf-aces‘must-be ef 
fectivel'y continuous electrically. However, ‘its 
surfaces need not necessarily be physically con 
tinuous and, for example, may be of wire ‘net 
ting. An embodiment constructed as ishowniin 
Fig. .3 consisted of three elliptical conductive 
hoops e‘ach shaped like a transverse cross sec 
tion of the solid sheet metal antenna shownzin 
Fig. 1. They top and bottom hoops‘ correspond. 
respectively, to the‘ edges of upper and ‘lower 
ends of the cylinder of Fig. 1, and'the @midd'le 
hoop corresponds to a transverse section‘ofr the 
central portion thereof. The open ‘endsof-these 
hoops ‘are interconnected by “the ‘wires ‘corre 
sponding to the edges of gap v2. In the struc 
ture of‘ Fig. v3 the hoops are ‘numbered 5, hand‘ 
‘I and the interconnecting ‘wires are numbered 
9 and I0. 
Antennas of the types shown in Figs. ‘1,.2ZEY1d 

3' may be attached to ‘any suitable support, e. g. 
to a steel ‘mast alonglthe line v‘diametrically;"op 
posite to and parallel with thecenter-line'voi‘ 
gape. ‘ 

1 Fig.4 ‘shows that the'horizontal iradiati'on'i'pah 
tern of an antenna according‘to Fig. l is of .a 
very ‘desirable kind of reception in or near to 
a metropolitan area where several broadcasting 
stations are located. I The antenna is ‘installed’ so 
that the gap extends vertically. Theirgap‘m‘ay 
be ‘faced in- the direction of the weakest desired 
station since it is approximatelyin that direction 
that the antenna is most sensitive. As already 
explained, however, signals from“ all‘ directions 
will be received including those which‘lreach the 
antenna on its sides which ‘are least sensitive. 
On the other hand, ‘a dipole which is positioned 
to receive a-weak ‘station will not ‘pick rup’iany 
signal at all from even most powerfulf'stati'ons 
positioned'to transmit into the nulls of the dipole. 
It :is‘not necessary to face the gap in ‘any: par 
ticular direction in installing this typeio‘f'san 
tenna. Since some‘ embodiments ‘of the‘an 
tenna are appreciably less sensitive in the‘ direc 
tions toward which the long "axes ‘of its elliptical 
cross ‘sections point, it may be advantageoushzto 
point‘them-toward‘the most powerful istation. ' 
The antenna of Fig. ‘S'has-appreciabIe dime- 

tivity toward the horizon‘and, ‘therefore; 'I-hes 
‘ greater gain thanotherwise. 'iMoi'eover?ifiitwis 
installed ‘about ‘ten ‘feet * ‘over va‘ii‘c’onductive' :ro'o‘f 
‘this - directivity‘ ‘will »-increase‘ Jan-‘ctj upwai‘dmami 
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downward nulls will occur in the vertical pat 
terns. ' , a 

Fig. v6 shows that when this antenna is oper 
ated at very low frequencies the input imped 
ance, as indicated by curve A, rapidly changes 
and, as frequency changes in one direction, it 
becomes-more and more inductive. Therefore, 
'at these low frequencies the antenna cannot be 
conveniently‘ matched to ordinary lines. How 
ever‘, in. another frequency region, see curve B 
ofFig. 6, the impedance varies, as frequency is 
changed, so that it has no reactive components’ 
at all at two points. At two particular frequen 
cies in this region the inputimpedance is purely 
resistive being, respectively, near to 100 and 150 
ohms. For an appreciable band width in this 
region the reactive component is never very large 
and the resistive component remains substan— 
tially between 89 and 150 ohms. Therefore, in this 
region the, antenna may be conveniently used 
with a low impedance line. In fact, the antenna 
presents a satisfactory match, e. g. never greater 
than two-to-one, to an 8(l-ohm line and has a 
satisfactory band width Within this region. It 
will be‘ noted that there is another frequency 
range, curve C, in which the impedance curve 
again crosses the abscissa of this chart. At this 
point the input impedance once more becomes 
purely resistive and is about .460 ohms. For a 
frequency range which is adequate to cover an 
existing transmission band in that region the 
impedance remains sufficiently constant and can 
easily be matched to a 300-ohm parallel trans~ 
mission line in the manner described above and 
shown in Fig. 2. 

-- .‘Fig. 7 is included in the drawing as a conven 
ient reference to show transmission bands which 
have been allocated to television, FM and fac 
simile transmissions, inasmuch as the antenna 
herein is intended for FM and television. 

Fig. 9 shows the relationship between dimen— 
sions H and W of differently proportioned an 
tennasv of the type shown in Fig. l which have 
substantially the same lower frequency limit as 
determined by their input impedances in rela 
'tion to, the output impedance of a 300-ohm feed 
.line. This ?gure has. been plotted from actual 
values of W and H in terms of the wave length 
of the lowest frequency. Antennas whose H-to 
‘W or W-to-H ratios fall on the curve‘ of Fig. 9 
‘will generally have satisfactory input impedances 
:as explained above. Those having relatively low 
values of H will have horizontal patterns approx 
imating ?gures-of-eight with deep nulls while 
those with relatively large values of H have more 
satisfactory, nearly circular horizontal patterns ‘ 
in accordance with principles explained above. 
The theory of operation of my antenna has 

not as yet. been completely worked out. How 
ever, as shown above, several principles govern 
ing its operation can be explained and its design 
factors have been worked out in detail. In the 
following part of this application certain addi 
tional considerations also bearing generally on 
the problem are touched upon. 

. Since preferably nothing should be received 
from below van FM or television antenna, and 
nothing needbe received from above it, substan 
tially equal RF currents should be caused to flow 
in opposite directions in parallel radiating por 
tions of it, these portions, of course, lying in one 
or more horizontal planes. Moreover, these elee 
merits must be bent into something approximat~ 
ing an oval or rectangular 1001) since two straight’ 
.iopposing horizontal elements would result in un 

fa 

Fill 

8 
desirable nulls ,inlhorizontal patterns. > It is not. 
absolutely essential to employ an oval'or rectane 
gular shape if an antenna with only a down-_ 
~ward-null (without an upward null) is desired.v 
Such an antenna would have less gain than one 
with both downward andlupward mills and for 
this reason should not be preferred. ‘ l 

I have ascertained that generally the band 
width of a loop depends in part on three factors: ' 
(a) the area included with the loop; (11) the, 
width of the conductive structure comprising the 
loop; and (c) the degree of compensation, e. g. 
the extent to which band stretching circuits are, 
used. - 

Both the radiation resistances and the band 
widths of small loops vary approximately as the 
fourth power of their diameters and, therefore, 
small loops have small band widths and must 
be variably tuned to be ‘useful over‘ a broad fre 
quency band. , ,. 

As indicated above, by increasing the size of 
the conductive radiating element, the thickness 
of the wire or the width of the metal strip of 
the loop, it is possible to decrease its perimeter 
without causing prohibitive changes in the input 
impedance and, therefore, by this means, a small 
loop can be matched to an ordinary transmission 
line. By this single expedient, compactness, 
matching and directional properties are all ob 
tained. _ ., 

Moreover, distortions in the shape of this thick, 
ened type of antenna, e. g. distorting it'so that 
its transverse cross section is oval or elliptical, 
further changes both its input impedance and 
its radiation patterns. , _, . 

These increases in the size of the conductive 
structure also increase its vertical dimension and 
thus somewhat concentrate the distribution of 
energyin vertical planes and increase horizontal 
dir’ectivity in them. > - ' 3 

If gap 2 should be located in flattened cylinder 
l in the plane containing the long axes of its 
elliptical cross sections the antenna would re 
ceive vertically polarized waves (or transmit 
them) almost as well as horizontal waves. This 
would adversely affect the signal to noise ratio 
and, therefore, and for reasons explained in de 
tail above, this construction is undesirable. This 
would be true even though cylinder 1 were not 
very ?attened and the ratio of the long and short 
axes of its elliptical cross sections were near to I. 
What I claim is: - 
l. A horizontally polarized antenna which has 

substantial omnidirectivity in horizontal planes, 
comprising a ?attened tubular radiator which is 
from 2 to 6 times as wide as it is deep and from, 
1 to 2 times as wide as it is high, the width of the 
tube as measured in terms of a wavelength corre-. 
sponding to the center frequency of its operating 
band being less than one quarter of said wave 
length, a longitudinal gap extending between the 
open ends of the radiator in the center of one of 
its wide side walls parallel to the axis of the 
radiator, the gap having a width substantially of 
one hundredth of said wavelength, the exterior 

‘ surface of the radiator being effectively continu 
ously conductive for the highest frequency in 
said band, and two feed points respectively 
located opposite to each other on the edges of 

- the gap for connection to the conductors of a 
parallel transmission line. , , 

2. A horizontally polarized antenna which has 
substantial. omnidirectivity in horizontal planes 
and substantially matches over a frequency band 
having a. ratio of highest to lowest frequency of‘ 
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between 1.25 and 1.5 parallel-conductor trans 
mission lines of both 80 and 460 ohms surge im 
pedance, comprising an open ended cylinder 
which has an elliptical transverse cross-section 
and is from 2 to 6 times as wide as it is deep and 
from 1 to 2 times as Wide as it is high, the height 
of the cylinder being a little less than a quarter 
of one Wavelength corresponding to the center 
frequency of the operating band, a longitudinal 
slot extending between the ends of the cylinder 
in the center of one of its wide side walls parallel 
to the longitudinal axis of the cylinder, the gap 
having a width substantially of one hundredth 
of one of said wavelengths, the exterior surface 
of the cylinder being effectively continuously 
conductive for the highest frequency in said 
operating band, and the respective points of 
connection for the conductors of the transmission 
line being oppositely positioned points on the 
edges of the gap. 

3. A horizontally polarized antenna which has 
substantial omnidirectivity in horizontal planes 
and substantially matches over a band having a 
ratio of highest to lowest frequency width of 
1.5 an 80 ohm parallel-conductor transmission 
line comprising an open-ended cylinder which 
has an elliptical transverse cross-section and is 
.355 wavelength wide, .05 wavelength deep and 
.238 wavelength high, the cylinder having a lon~ 
gitudinal gap extending between ‘its ends in the 
center of one of its wide side walls parallel to 
the longitudinal axis of the cylinder, the gap 
having a width of .0125 wavelength, the exterior 
surface of the cylinder being effectively continu 
ously-conductive for the highest frequency in its 
operating band, said wavelength being that of the 
center frequency of said operating band, and the 
respective points of connection for the conductors 
of the transmission line being oppositely posi 
tioned points on the edges of the gap. 
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4. A horizontally polarized antenna which has 

substantial omnidirectivity in horizontal planes 
and substantially matches over a band having a 
ratio of highest to lowest frequency width of 1.25 
an end of a 300 ohm parallel transmission line 
which has its conductors spread over a distance 
at least as great as a quarter wavelength. corre 
sponding to the center frequency of the operat 
ing band of the antenna to increase the surge 
impedance of the transmission line by substan 
tially 50 percent, comprising an open-ended 
cylinder which has an elliptical transverse cross 
section and is .245 wavelength long, .06 wave 
length wide, and .176 wavelength high, the cylin 
der having a longitudinal gap extending between 
its ends in the center of one of its wide side walls 
parallel with the longitudinal axis of the cylin 
der, the gap having a width of .0125 of said wave 
length, the exterior surface of the cylinder being 
effectively continuously~eonductive for frequen 
cies in said operating band, and the respective 
points of connection for the spread conductors of 
the transmission line being oppositely positioned 
points on the edges of the gap. 

ANDREW ALFORD. 
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